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Environment matters: Why song sounds the way it
does
By Lynn Whidden, PhD
What you need to know
Why does human music sound the way it does? To
better understand this, I look at the human and even
animal ability for mimicry as well as existing acoustic
niches and introduce the idea of at least three habitats
for music. Is there a unified sound quality for music
created indoors, for song sung outdoors, and for music
produced with electric signals?

How the research was conducted
This research was conducted to provide evidence for the
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visited the Estates Theatre in Prague, where I was able to

The transmission and creation of song in electronic media

examine scale models of the theatre as it appeared in the

take us to the entirely new sound of Habitat Three. My

time of Mozart. I consulted original architectural drawings
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at the National Archives in Prague and obtained digital
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contemporaneous performances.

What the researcher found
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My study of outdoor-oriented life shows song that befits its
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In contrast, the study of the Estates Theatre in Prague
shows that human control of interior sound leads to
regularized music elements. This eighteenth-century
theatre employs surface materials and interior structures
selected for maximum auditory and visual effectiveness,
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How this research can be used
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